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Registering your IBExpert software 

(from version 2016.04.03) 

If you are using multiple IBExpert software packages, please first read Which type of software registration would you 
prefer?.  

In April 2016 we introduced a new and much simpler software activation procedure. Now all IBExpert software products 

can be activated following the same simple and automated procedure. The following leads you through the software 

activation process for an internet-connected machine. If you need to activate your IBExpert software on a machine that 

is not connected to the internet, please see below: Registering IBExpert on a stand-alone PC.  

Once you have downloaded and installed your IBExpert, when starting IBExpert for the first time you will be asked to 

apply for your unlockcode:  
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Enter your IBExpert Download Center account email address in the Username field and your IBExpert Download Center 

account password in the Password field.  

 

If you have direct internet access, you then simply need to click the Get Code buttton, and your software registration will 

be automatically activated.  



 

This window confirms the successful activation and also displays the number of remaining software activations (should 

you have more than one registration running on your account) and the remaining subscription period. After clicking OK, 

you can view your Unlockcode in the registration window.  

 

Click OK here, to start your IBExpert software.  
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Registering IBExpert on a stand-alone PC 

(from version 2016.04.03) 

If you need to install IBExpert on a machine that isn't connected to the internet, you will need to take the following steps.  

1. Download the current IBExpert version (setup.exe) on an internet-PC. Copy the setup.exe to the stand-alone PC and install there.  

2. Start IBExpert on the stand-alone PC, where you will be asked to apply for your unlockcode when starting IBExpert for the first time:  

 

3. Note the machine code (by hand or copy to a text file which you can transfer to the internet-PC or your smartphone).  

4. Now call up the registration window in a web browser (either PC or Smartphone) as follows:  

 ibexpert.net/regu: IBExpert Developer Studio Version  

 ibexpert.net/regy: IBExpert Company Year Edition  

 ibexpert.net/regd: IBExpert Day Edition  

 ibexpert.net/rege: IBExpert free Educational version  

http://www.ibexpert.net/regu
http://www.ibexpert.net/regy
http://www.ibexpert.net/regd
http://www.ibexpert.net/rege


 ibexpert.net/regp: free IBExpert Personal Edition  

Still to be defined:  

 ibexpert.net/regs IBExpert Server Tools  

 ibexpert.net/regx IBEScript.exe  

 ibexpert.net/regdl IBExpert.dll  

Enter the machine code you just copied, along with your email and password for the IBExpert Download Center, and your 

computer name:  

http://www.ibexpert.net/regp
http://www.ibexpert.net/regs
http://www.ibexpert.net/regx
http://www.ibexpert.net/regdl


 

5. After clicking Get Code you should immediately receive an unlockcode:  



 

which you can then copy onto your stand-alone PC to start IBExpert.  
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